
TV for pros



As a POST Internet customer, you have access to our TV solutions for professionals. 
POST has solutions for whatever television needs you may have.

Business Trio is designed to address the needs of freelancers and small businesses with 1 to 3 employees,  
in the form of a COMPREHENSIVE PACKAGE combining telephone, Internet and TV.

Freelancer or small business with 1 to 3 employees?  
Have a meeting or break room and want to display TV content?
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Additional packages can be added to the PostTV Pro Plus offer.

Here is the list of additional packages available:

With its 4 German-language packages, Sky opens the door to hundreds of channels devoted 
to the Bundesliga, sport, films and series. All Sky contracts last a minimum of 12 months. If the 
contract is not cancelled two months before the end of the agreed term, then it is extended by 
one month.

Choose from 100 Premium channels and create your own themed package.

The French-language Be TV package offers the very best of cinema and the most thrilling  
TV series. It includes an exclusive range of recently released movies and series to watch.

VOOsport World is the standout package for French-speaking sports fans.

Watch Premier League and Primeira Liga matches as well as national and international 
competitions in many other sports.

With Filmbox channels, rewatch films by renowned directors like Hitchcock, Kurosawa,  
Fellini and many others.

Famous adult channels such as Dorcel TV, Hustler, Dusk, etc. broadcasting low and big budget 
films, as well as documentaries and reality TV shows.

The best of X Gay cinema, including TV programmes, films, series, documentaries  
and reality shows.

For your work, do you need to install TVs in both communal areas and bedrooms?
To meet your usage needs, consider professional, customisable solutions that meet your very specific 
requirements more specifically and securely.

PostTV Pro is a professional TV offer that gives you the option of unlimited TV sets and decoders*.

PostTV Pro comes in two offers:

Take advantage of the PostTV on ConnectedOffice service with content and essential features for your business.

Why not contact our experts to receive an offer?

From €76 per month, excluding tax.

PostTV on ConnectedOffice* is the professional TV offer that provides:

Do you manage a hotel/campsite/hospital/retirement home,  
or have a business with more advanced needs?

Do you want to show television content to make your visitors feel  
more comfortable in a meeting or waiting room, with professional  
and secure equipment?

The option to have up to 6 sets and 6 decoders, with Cisco Meraki professional and secure equipment

The advantage is that you don’t have to worry about managing your TV package, as POST manages  
it remotely

giving you access to the 
basic package of  

120 channels

PostTV Pro 

which includes the basic package + access to pay  
TV packages + video on demand (VOD/SVOD)

PostTV Pro Plus 

*Up to 32 decoders/TVs per line

Why not contact our experts to receive an offer?



THE BOTTOM LINE

POST’s TV offers for pros

Up to 120 channels in the basic package

Business Trio
PostTV on 

ConnectedOffice
PostTV Pro PostTV Pro Plus

TV guide

7-day replay

Content recording Up to 400 hours
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100 hours 100 hours 100 hours

www.tele.lu

PostTV Go app

Live control

Start-over option

Access to the VOD catalogue

Number of decoders included in the offer 

Maximum number of decoders per connection

Additional packages

Managed service

Channel list

Secure service



commercial.telecom@post.lu

8002 4000
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Interested?


